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Boosting the circularly polarized luminescence of small organic molecules has been a stubborn 

challenge because of weak structure rigidity and dynamic molecular motions. To investigate 

and eliminate these factors, here, we carried out the structure-property relationship studies on a 

newly-developed axial chiral scaffold of bidibenzo[b,d]furan. The molecular rigidity was finely 

tuned by gradually reducing the alkyl-chain length. The environmental factors were considered 

in solution, crystal, and polymer matrix at different temperatures. As a result, a significant 

amplification of the dissymmetry factor glum from 10-4 to 10-1 with a 146-fold magnification 

was achieved, corresponding to the situation from (R)-4C in solution to (R)-1C in polymer film 

at room temperature. A synergistic strategy of increasing the intramolecular rigidity and 

enhancing the intermolecular interaction to restrict the molecular motions was thus proposed to 

improve circularly polarized luminescence. The though-out demonstrated relationship will be 

of great importance for the development of high-performance small organic chiroptical systems 

in the future. 

 

1. Introduction 

Recently, circularly polarized luminescence (CPL) materials have found versatile 

potential applications in intelligent sensing, three-dimensional display, optical 

information storage, organic light-emitting diode, biological imaging, etc.[1-3] Significant 

attention has been received together with their fascinating photophysical characteristics. 
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Currently, two-type methodologies can generate interesting CPL. One is the physical 

optical conversion, where emitting light is passed through a linearly polarized plate and 

a quarter-wave plate in succession; the other is the direct light emission from chiral 

systems[4]. Obviously, the former method causes severe light loss and is detrimental to 

developing high-performance CPL, compared to the energy-efficiency latter one. 

Moreover, the later can introduce additional functionalities, such as stimuli-responsive 

behavior[5-9], delayed fluorescence[10, 11], room-temperature phosphorescence[5, 6, 12-17], 

chirality inversion[18-20], solvent-dependent chirality transfer[21], wavelength 

regulation[22-24], waveguide laser[25], mechanochromic luminescence[26], and so on[27, 28]. 

Thus, various organic CPL systems have been developed including nanodots[29, 30], 

organometallic complexes[31, 32], self-assembly systems[33, 34], small organic 

molecules[35-39], π-conjugated polymers[40-42], chiral-photonic or liquid crystals[43, 44].  

Among them, purely organic and chiral small molecules become the favour of 

academic interests for their advantages of facile preparation, structural tuneability, 

precise chirality control, and good biocompatibility. However, limited by the small 

chirality, aggregation-caused quenching, and dynamic molecular motions, it is quite 

difficult to obtain satisfactory CPL performance for pure organic and chiral small 

molecules in terms of unnoticeable polarization factor, low quantum yield, and crude-

controlled lifetime. Hence, it is of great importance to explore novel chiral emissive 

scaffolds and to develop a rational design strategy for boosting circularly polarized 

luminescence. 

Restriction of intramolecular motions has been recognized as the general mechanism for 

interpreting the aggregation-induced emission phenomena and thus remarkably promotes the 

development of the area[45, 46]. Here, we extend the scope to the restriction of molecular motion, 

including internal structure rigidification and external molecular interactions. It can stabilize 

both the excited state and chiral configuration to enhance the CPL performance by reducing 

nonradiative dissipation pathways and dynamic reorganization of the excited chiral states[47]. 

According to earlier reports, CPL can indeed be tuned by intramolecular rigidity, environmental 

confinement, and cryogenic condition. For example, Mazaki et al. found that tethering cyclic 

binaphthyl framework can suppress structural relaxation to improve CPL[48]. Zhao et al. 

discovered chain-length dependent circular dichroism and aggregation-induced CPL[49]. The 

amplification of chiroptical performance by rigidifying molecular configuration has been well 

investigated by Zheng and Liu[50-54]. Tadashi Ema also demonstrated that CPL enhancement 

can be accomplished by converting flexible excimer into rigid excimer[55]. There are even more 
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excellent strategies of regulating aggregate state to enhance the CPL by self-assembly, liquid 

crystal, metal-organic framework, polymer matrix, crystallization, supramolecular 

encapsulation, and chiral cage.[56-60] These results further confirm that CPL enhancement can 

be achieved by increasing rigidity and enhancing interactions. However, a systematic and 

comprehensive demonstration of the structure-property relationship between the restriction of 

molecular motions and the enhancement of CPL performance is still lacking. 

Herein, we choose a newly-developed axial chiral scaffold of bidibenzo[b,d]furan 

for its facile synthesis and easy chiral resolution. As shown in Scheme 1, the axial 

chirality is gradually rigidified by manipulating the length of the locking alkyl chain. 

The environmental rigidity also varies from solution to crystal and to the polymer matrix 

and is tuned at different temperatures. By employing the strategy of increasing 

intramolecular rigidity and enhancing environmental confinement, great enhancement 

of dissymmetry factor (|glum|) and a positive correlation between the |glum| and the extent 

of restriction of molecular motions were found, giving a 146-fold amplification from 10-

4 to 10-1 level. A rational and effective structure-property relationship was carefully 

demonstrated as the synergistic effect of restriction of molecular motions can remarkably 

boost the CPL performance on an alkyl-locked axial chirality scaffold. 

 

Scheme 1. (a) Strategies for boosting circularly polarized luminescence by increasing 

intramolecular rigidity and enhancing intermolecular interactions. (b) The magnitude 

enhancement of |glum| from (R)-4C to (R)-1C in solution, crystal, and film at room temperature. 

2. Results and Discussion 

Target compounds with different alkyl linkers were designed and prepared following the 

procedures as shown in Scheme 2. The bidibenzo[b,d]furan scaffold (R/S)-OMe was 

firstly constructed through multi-step reactions, including halogenation, alkoxy group 

protection, and C-C coupling[61]. Different alkyl-locked enantiomers were then 

synthesized through simple de-protection, NHC-catalysed kinetic resolution[62], and 
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alkylation reactions (For details, see Scheme S1). The structures are detailedly 

characterized by 1H and 13C NMR spectrometry (Charts S1-S7), high-resolution mass 

spectrometry, and chiral high-performance liquid chromatography (Chart S8). The 

enantiomeric excess (ee) values are estimated as high as 99.9% ee for R isomers and 

96.5% ee for S isomers. The chiral scaffolds are found robust, and no racemization 

behaviours are observed during the investigation processes. 2-OMeDBF and (R/S)-OMe 

are also included as references for optical spectra and molecular structure comparison. 

 

Scheme 2. The synthetic route and molecular structures of (R)-1C, (R)-2C, (R)-3C, (R)-4C, 

(S)-1C, 2-OMeDBF, and (R/S)-OMe. 

Single-crystals of these compounds were successfully obtained by slow solvent 

evaporation and subjected to single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis, from which their 

absolute conformations and molecular structures were determined[63]. To compare their 

structures in the free state, we applied density-functional theory to simulate molecular 

structure at the ground state. As summarized in Figure 1, the dihedral angle of uncyclized 

(R/S)-OMe is close to orthogonal and indeed larger than those of cyclized (R)-analogues. 

The dihedral angles of molecular structure in (R)-analogues correspondingly decrease 

with the reduction of the locking chain. A similar trend is observed from calculated 

structures, lowering from 102° to 58°. These results are understandable and predictable 

because the short alkyl chain locks the twisting of bidibenzo[b,d]furan scaffold and 

causes resulting intermolecular constraint. There are still some differences between 

experimental and simulated configurations, which should attribute to molecular 
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interactions in crystal packing and lead to the compression of dihedral angles. It is noted 

that the four methylene groups in (R)-4C cause an unexpected decrease in dihedral angle 

due to the allowed twisting freedom from a longer alkyl chain. So, it is not true that (R)-

4C is more constrained. Moreover, pure enantiomeric molecules of (S)-1C, (R)-1C, (R)-

2C, (R)-3C, and (R)-4C all pack in chiral space groups and verify their absolute axial 

conformations in single crystals with close to zero Flack factors (see Tables S1-S6 and 

supporting cif files). Besides, the perfect mirrored pair of (S)-1C and (R)-1C was found 

in both crystal and calculated structures. 

 

Figure 1. Single-crystal structures (ellipsoid with 50% probability and hydrogen atoms are 

omitted for clarity) and density-functional theory optimized structures (capped sticks with 

hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity) of (R/S)-OMe, (R)-4C, (R)-3C, (R)-2C, (R)-1C, and (S)-

1C at b3lyp/6-311g(d,p) level. 

The decrease in dihedral angle is conducive to increasing both π conjugation and 

intramolecular rigidity. To gain deeper insight, photophysical properties of unimolecular 

(R)-1C, (R)-2C, (R)-3C, (R)-4C, (S)-1C, 2-OMeDBF and (R/S)-OMe were then 

investigated in solutions. As shown in Figure 2a, the basic absorption range of these 

molecules covers a similar UV region of 260 nm to 360 nm, indicating the poor overall 

conjugation of the axial skeleton. But it is found the absorption edge exhibits a slight 

redshift from 2-OMeDBF to (R/S)-OMe and locked enantiomers. It reflects the subtle 

variation among these analogues, originating from the reduced dihedral angle and 

molecular flexibility. In detail, the absorption band at 320-360 nm is corresponding to 
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the first singlet excited state (S1), which attributes to the whole conjugated π orbitals of 

molecules. So, the redshifted absorption edge indicates the increase of molecular 

conjugation. (R)-4C and (R/S)-OMe have relatively longer absorption wavelengths 

because they endow higher molecular flexibility and more accessible planar 

configurations (small dihedral angle). However, the molar extinction coefficient (ɛ) gets 

significantly reduced because the high molecular flexibility causes poor Frank-Condon 

factors due to molecular motions.[64] As a result, (R)/(S)-1C has considerable absorption 

wavelength but the strongest molar extinction coefficient, implying good π conjugation 

and the best molecular rigidification. Besides, as the dihedral angle increases, the 

absorption bands at 275-300 nm enhance, indicating that the degree of segmental 

conjugation increases and the degree of whole molecular conjugation decreases. The 

calculated HOMOs, LUMOs, and energy gaps also show a consistent trend; that is, the 

reduction of the dihedral angle leads to the increase of conjugation with lower energy 

levels of frontier orbitals and small energy gaps (Figure S1). 

 

Figure 2. (a) UV-Visible absorption spectra, (b) circular dichroism spectra (10-4 M in 2-

methyltetrahydrofuran), (c) normalized room-temperature photoluminescence spectra, and (d) 

normalized photoluminescence spectra at 77 K of (R)-1C, (R)-2C, (R)-3C, (R)-4C, (S)-1C, 2-

OMeDBF and (R/S)-OMe in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (10-5 M). 

We then further investigated their fluorescence properties. Shown in Figure 2c and 

2d, it can be observed that as the dihedral angle was decreased (from (R/S)-OMe, to (R)-

4C, then to (R)-1C), their emission was generally redshifted, demonstrative of the 

increase of conjugation in their excited states. Among them, (R)-2C exhibited blue-
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shifted emission, suggestive of its reduced degree of conjugation in the excited state 

(Figure 2c). This might be ascribed to the ring strain-induced larger dihedral angle in the 

excited state. When the temperature was lowered to 77 K, these molecules exhibited 

significant phosphorescence (Figure S2 and Table S7). As shown in Figure 2d, 

photoluminescence (PL) spectra in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran solutions at 77 K showed a 

distinct vibrational phosphorescence band at 410-620 nm, in addition to the fluorescence 

at short wavelength. As the dihedral angle was decreased, phosphorescence was 

gradually redshifted. Compared with 2-OMeDBF, the phosphorescence of alkyl-locked 

molecules was obviously enhanced, as suggested by their increased phosphorescence-

to-fluorescence ratio. In general, the ratio of phosphorescence to fluorescence and the 

lifetime of luminescence reflected the efficiency of the intersystem crossing process. 

Therefore, alkyl chain-locked molecules have better intersystem crossing than that of 2-

OMeDBF, which also led to shortened phosphorescence lifetime. The dihedral angles of 

these molecules affect their phosphorescence performance. As the degree of electronic 

exchange between two dibenzofurans in the axial skeleton was increased, the coupling 

from n orbitals of oxygen on the alkoxy groups to the delocalized π orbitals became 

significant, which promoted the intersystem crossing following the El-Sayed rule[65]. 

Hence, from (R/S)-OMe with the largest dihedral angle to (R)-1C with the smallest one, 

the ratio of phosphorescence to fluorescence was increased, and the lifetime of 

phosphorescence was decreased, suggesting boosted intersystem crossing. The evidence 

demonstrated that changes in molecular dihedral angles could alter the degree of 

conjugation and the ability of intersystem crossing. Besides, the shortening of chain 

length also increases the rigidity of the molecule. As a result, quantum yields of these 

molecules in solutions increase accordingly, from 17.6% of unlocked (R/S)-OMe to 18.4% 

of (R)-4C, to 20.3% of (R)-3C, and finally to 23.7% of (R)-1C, indicating that molecular 

rigidity restricts the dynamic molecular motions, thereby suppressing intrinsic 

nonradiative decays (Table S7). 

Then, the chiroptical properties of these molecules were studied by circular 

dichroism (CD) and CPL spectrometry, which describes the chiral characteristics in the 

ground state[66] and excited state, respectively. The magnitude is evaluated by the 

dissymmetry factors of gabs and glum, which are defined as gabs = ∆ɛ/ɛ and glum = 2×(IL-

IR)/(IL+IR), respectively, where ∆ɛ represents the absorption difference of the molar 

extinction coefficient of left and right circularly polarized light, IL and IR indicate the PL 

intensity of Left-CPL and Right-CPL. From the CD spectra in Figure 2b and Figure S3, 
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an obvious alternating positive and negative Cotton effect from 260 to 360 nm was 

observed, which matches well with the absorption bands in the 2-MeTHF solution and 

the chiral molecular configuration. Besides, the perfect mirrored imaging of (S)-1C and 

(R)-1C was found. CD can partially reflect molecular rigidity, i.e., the most rigid (R)-

1C exhibited the strongest CD among coupled molecules. In detail, |gabs| of (R)-1C was 

up to 6.3×10-3, and those of other molecules were between 5.3×10-3 and 5.7×10-3 (Table 

1). Therefore, when the chain length of the locking ring was decreased gradually, the 

rigidity was increased, which was conducive to stabilizing the chiral structure at the 

ground state. 

Generally, rigidity exerted a more pronounced effect on emission than on 

absorption since the excited state was more sensitive to the rigidity of the molecule.[67] 

To investigate the influence of molecular rigidity on the excited state, CPL 

measurements were conducted. As shown in Figure 3a, CPL spectra (Middle) coincided 

with the profile of overall PL spectra (Top). (R)-1C exhibited the strongest CPL intensity, 

followed by (R)-2C, (R)-3C, and (R)-4C, which was in line with their order of rigidity 

rather than their order of conjugation. Typically, CPL magnitude was evaluated by 

dissymmetry factor glum, and larger |glum| was associated with better CPL characteristics. 

Considering the different overall PL intensity, we adopted individual glum to evaluate 

their CPL performance (Figure 3a Bottom). (R)-4C with flexible molecular structure 

exhibited a dissymmetry factor up to 8.4 ×10-4. As the molecular rigidity was increased 

by shortened alkyl chain linker, the dissymmetry was increased. (R)-1C, with the most 

rigid molecular structure, exhibited the highest dissymmetry factor of 2.1 ×10-3, which 

was about 2.5 folds that of (R)-4C (Table 1). Compared with |gabs|(R)-1C/|gabs|(R)-4C
 (1.2), 

|glum|(R)-1C/|glum|(R)-4C
 (2.5) was significantly larger, in agreement with that the molecular 

rigidity exerted a greater effect on the excited state. For comparison, the CPL of (S)-1C 

was also measured, which presented a mirror CPL with a dissymmetry factor |glum| of up 

to 1.5×10-3. The slight difference in |glum| between (R)-1C and (S)-1C might be ascribed 

to the higher ee value in (R)-1C (Scheme 2). These results demonstrated that strong 

intramolecular rigidity boosted CPL. 

As lowering temperature was one of the most effective ways to reduce molecular 

motions in the surrounding[68], we examined the influence of molecular motion on CPL 

by placing the solutions in a cryogenic condition. The temperature was maintained at 

163 K to avoid false CPL signals caused by anisotropy during solvent crystallization. At 

low temperature, the emission wavelengths were redshifted. For instance, the emission 
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peak of (R)-2C was shifted from 348 nm to 355 nm, indicating that its dihedral angle 

was further decreased at low temperature (Figure 3 Top). As expected, all these 

molecules exhibited significant CPL enhancements. Especially, |glum| was increased by 

several folds compared to that at room temperature (Figure 3 Bottom). The largest 

increase of |glum| was determined from (R)-2C, which was increased from 1.0×10-3 at 

room temperature to 3.6×10-3 at 163 K by an amplification factor of 3.6. Among them, 

the largest |glum| was obtained from (R)-1C, which was also amplified by 2.4 times 

compared to that at room temperature. These results demonstrated that low temperature 

reduced molecular motions and was also an effective way to promote CPL. 

 

Figure 3. Normalized photoluminescence spectra (Top), CPL spectra (Middle), emissive 

dissymmetry factor glum (Bottom) of (R)-1C, (R)-2C, (R)-3C, (R)-4C and (S)-1C at (a) room 

temperature and (b) 163 K in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (10-5 M). 

To further explore the potential of CPL enhancement by restricting molecular 

motions, we measured the CPL of (R)-1C, (R)-2C, (R)-3C, (R)-4C, and (S)-1C crystals, 

in the hope of confining the scaffolds by the abundant intermolecular interactions in 

crystalline packing. As shown in Figure 4a and Table 1, these crystals presented rigidity-

dependent CPL intensity in the crystal system with larger |glum| values than those in 

solutions at room temperature. As the alkyl chain was shortened from 4C to 1C, the |glum| 

was increased from 1.0×10-3 to 4.2×10-3 gradually. Compared with the solution state, the 
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amplitude of |glum|(R-1C)/|glum|(R-4C) was significantly larger than that in the solution, which 

should be attributed to the synergetic effect of increased intramolecular rigidity and 

environmental confinements (Table 1). Besides, the CPL of (R)-2C was redshifted by 

27 nm compared with its solution, suggestive of its decreased dihedral angle in crystals. 

(S)-1C demonstrated mirror-symmetric CPL with respective to (R)-1C, but the |glum| of 

(S)-1C was slightly smaller due to its smaller ee. The above results demonstrated that 

multiple strategies of restriction of molecular motions could be adopted together for 

boosting CPL performance. 

 

Figure 4. Normalized photoluminescence spectra (Top), CPL spectra (Middle), emissive 

dissymmetry factor glum (Bottom) of (R)-1C, (R)-2C, (R)-3C, (R)-4C and (S)-1C (a) crystals 

and (b) treated PVA films at room temperature. Inset: microscope photographs of treated film 

with doping (R)-1C taken before and after removal of the UV excitation source of 365 nm under 

ambient conditions. 

Considering that the improvement in CPL was not remarkable in crystals, choosing 

a rigid and confinement matrix may offer a more powerful restriction of molecular 

motions. Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) was recently selected as an ideal host matrix for 

constructing luminescent films owing to its abundant hydroxyl groups restricting both 

intermolecular and intramolecular motions via hydrogen bonding and its high 

crystallinity. Here, we prepared transparent PVA films at an optimized doping 
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concentration of 1:600 for the guest-host mass ratio. Upon thermal annealing and 

photoactivation, these PVA films underwent thermal crystallization and chain 

crosslinking to achieve enhanced rigidity and dense molecular interactions. A series of 

treated PVA films with doping (R)-1C, (R)-2C, (R)-3C, (R)-4C, and (S)-1C, respectively, 

were prepared. When subjected to visual observations and PL spectrometry 

characterizations (Figure 4b), these films exhibited intense luminescence under UV 

excitation and long afterglow after turning off the UV lamp (Figure 4b Inset for (R)-1C 

film). In PL spectra, there were dual emissions from singlet and triplet excited states, 

which corresponded to fluorescence (320-420 nm) and phosphorescence (420-650 nm) 

emission, respectively. Their luminescent nature was distinguished by their 

unimolecular decay lifetime profiles at 77 K (Figure S4 and Table S7). In comparison 

with solutions at 77 K, the emission wavelength did not change (Figure 4b and S4) 

because the PVA film matrix hosted the dye in the molecular state and did not alter their 

conformations, where giving the longest fluorescence and phosphorescence wavelength 

of (R)-1C, and the shortest one of (R)-2C. Thanks to the protective effect from the matrix, 

the triplet excitons were isolated from air and moisture, resulting in bright 

phosphorescence. These PVA films showed moderate quantum yields (9.2%-21.4%) and 

impressive persistent lifetimes up to 1438 ms (Table S7), which was attributed to the 

highly rigid intramolecular and intermolecular frameworks, pure 3(π, π*) character, and 

efficient intersystem crossing. 

Table 1. The summaries of |glum|a) and |gabs|
b) of (R)-nC at different states. 

|g| (R)-1C (R)-2C (R)-3C (R)-4C 

|gsol-RT|a) 2.1×10-3 1.0×10-3 9.2×10-4 8.4×10-4 

|gsol-163K|a) 5.1×10-3 3.6×10-3 3.2×10-3 3.0×10-3 

|gcry|
a) 4.2×10-3 2.6×10-3 2.4×10-3 1.0×10-3 

|gfilm|a) 1.2×10-1 3.8×10-2 2.7×10-2 1.3×10-2 

|gsol-RT|b) 6.3×10-3 5.3×10-3 5.7×10-3 5.3×10-3 
a) represents |glum|. b) represents |gabs|.

 

To examine the effect of the PVA matrix on the chiroptical properties, we measured 

the CPL and |glum| of treated films. For avoiding to collect false signals induced by linear 

polarized photoluminescence, the excitation-emission optical path adopts 90° reflection 

measurement in the CPL measuring module of Edinburgh Instruments FLS1000[16]. 

Compared with the solution state, these films exhibited enhanced CPL, especially |glum| 

was increased by several dozens of folds (Figure 4b). For example, the |glum| of (R)-4C 

film with the weakest CPL increased 15 folds, and that of (R)-1C film with the strongest 
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CPL increased 57 folds, which makes |glum| up to 0.013 for (R)-4C and 0.12 for (R)-1C, 

respectively (Table 1). The order of these |glum| was in accordance with the order of their 

molecular structure rigidity, which was demonstrative of the crucial role of rigidity in 

CPL performance. Excitingly, these samples exhibited attractive circularly polarized 

phosphorescence, with |glum| values covering from 0.010 of (R)-4C film to 0.075 of (R)-

1C film (Figure 4b Bottom). Collectively, strong molecular rigidity and great 

environmental confinement were essential factors for improving CPL performance due 

to the reduction of nonradiative relaxation pathways. 

 

Figure 5. (a) Found Intermolecular interactions between adjacent molecules in crystal packing 

of (R)-1C. Selected central molecule is shown in ellipsoid mode and all interacted surrounding 

molecules are shown in wireframe mode. (b) Proposed intermolecular interactions between the 

dye molecules and PVA polymer chains. 

Since environmental confinements induce remarkable enhancements of CPL from 

solution to crystal and to PVA film, from room-temperature to cryogenic condition, here, 

we intend to decipher these possible external effects. When dyes are dissolved in solution, 

the solvent molecules collide with the solvate dynamically. Multiple but weakly bundled 

interactions cannot stabilize the intrinsic intramolecular motions, especially when they 

are at excited states. As a result, dye in solutions often shows the poorest CPL 

performance. Here, upon alkylation of axial chiral scaffold, we finely increased the 

molecular rigidity by locking the twisting. The direct effect reduces the intramolecular 

vibrations and rotations, contributing to stabilizing dynamic excited states. Thus, it 

caused positive optical property changes of the improved molar extinction coefficient of 
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absorption, redshifted wavelength, and enhanced CPL emission, following the deduced 

dihedral angle from different chain lengths. However, the locking extent is limited, 

especially on flexible and rotatable axial chiral structure when dispersed in a dilute 

solution at room temperature. The temperature effect was then considered. The glass 

state is often applied to inhibit dynamic molecular motions to eliminate the 

intermolecular quenching factors, as the dye and solvent molecules are located at their 

positions. It was observed that the luminescent intensity and CPL emission were both 

increased at low temperature. These experimental results indicate that restriction of 

intramolecular and intermolecular motions was an effective way to improve chiroptical 

properties. Afterward, we scrutinize single-crystal structures and discover the probable 

intermolecular interactions which help to restrict molecular motions (Figure 5a). 

Multiple intermolecular weak hydrogen bonds and no π-π stacking were observed 

between adjacent molecules in the crystals. Especially, numbers of C-H…π, C-H…O, 

and C-H…C bonds were found, which effectively restrict molecular rotation and 

twisting. Among these interactions, C-H…O bonds have the shortest distance of 2.459 

Å, indicating weak hydrogen bonds accounting for main intermolecular interactions. 

However, the determined packing mode requires the molecules to be located at specific 

positions, and thus only suitable interactions are allowed to construct the 3D crystal 

packing. So, multiple yet not adequate intermolecular interactions result in weakly 

enhanced CPL. 

Finally, it is well known that PVA networks can be crosslinked by photo-induced 

reactions, thermal hardening, formaldehyde, or chemical reactions. Therefore, treated 

PVA networks provide sufficient intermolecular interactions, including strong hydrogen 

bonding, electrostatic, and dispersion interactions.[69] Particularly, the soft polymer 

chains and repeating hydroxyl groups can closely surround the molecularly dispersed 

dyes, giving superior restriction of molecular motions than crystal packing. Here, Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy was utilized to analyse existing molecular interactions 

(Figure S6)[70]. Abundant vOH at 3304 cm-1 revealed that overwhelming -OH groups in 

the PVA chain can provide sufficient hydrogen bonding with the oxygen and even more 

hydrogen atoms of doping molecules. Adequate vibrational bands around 1732 cm-1 and 

1244 cm-1 were caused by photoactivation and interchain crosslinking for constructing 

the networks and inhibiting molecular motions. Furthermore, after thermal annealing, 

the edge surface of the PVA film achieved partial crystallization, as revealed by angle-

dependent polarizing optical microscopy (Figure S7)[6]. The treated PVA films with 
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doping chiral molecules formed strong intramolecular and intermolecular interactions to 

inhibit intrinsic motions. 

Together with their superior |glum| of circularly polarized emission, we draw a solid 

structure-property relationship that restriction of molecular motion was a fascinating and 

effective method for achieving high-performance circularly polarized luminescence in 

small organic molecules. The excellent CPL performance is attributed to the large 

intramolecular rigidity and strong environmental restrictions on the alkyl-locked axis 

chiral scaffold. Experimental results confirm that they play the synergy effects in the 

restriction of molecular motions. When chiral molecules with flexible structures in 

unconfined conditions can only stem weak CPL due to inevitable motions. With 

increasing intramolecular rigidity and developing environmental confinements, greatly 

enhanced CPL can be achieved. Meanwhile, interesting circularly polarized 

phosphorescence can be generated when triplet excitons are isolated and protected by 

the strengthening-constrained environment. 

3. Conclusions 

In summary, we detailly investigated the structure-property relationship on a newly-

developed axial chiral scaffold of bidibenzo[b,d]furan. Through finely tuning the 

molecular rigidity by gradually reducing the alkyl-chain length and varying the 

environmental confinement factors in solution, crystal, and polymer-matrix at different 

temperatures, we found the general rule that the restriction of molecular motions plays 

the positive impact on boosting circularly polarized luminescence. They exert the 

synergistic effect by integrating intramolecular rigidification and sufficient 

intermolecular interactions to stabilize the chiral excited configurations and deduce the 

nonradiative decay pathways. As a result, a significant amplification of the dissymmetry 

factor from 10-4 to 10-1 with a 146-fold magnification was achieved. The clear and 

positive relationship was carefully demonstrated on the flexible and chiral axial scaffold. 

Unfortunately, further improving circularly polarized luminescence with a larger glum 

was not obtained, which led us to discover better restriction conditions in our lab. 

Nevertheless, our work not only provided a deeper insight into the structure-property 

relationship but also proposed an effective strategy of boosting the circularly polarized 

luminescence of small organic molecules, which will be of great importance for 

developing high-performance small organic chiroptical systems in the future. 
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